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Abstract— We consider a model for in-host HIV-1 infection
dynamics developed and validated with patient data in earlier
work[1]. We revisit the earlier model in light of progress over
the last several years in understanding of HIV-1 progression
in humans. We then consider statistical models to describe the
data and use these with residual plots in weighted least squares
problems to develop accurate descriptions of the proper weights
for the data. Bootstrapping is then used to develop confidence
intervals for the resulting parameter estimates and establish
absence of correlation in the estimated parameters.

I. INTRODUCTION
Individuals infected with Human Immunodeficiency Virus
(HIV-1) and subsequently treated with antiretroviral therapy
(ART) can have disparate outcomes. A recent study showed
that 11 HIV-1 patients maintained low HIV-1 levels without
ART after being treated with ART for an average of 36.5
months [2]. However, in the majority of cases, HIV-1 patients
must be treated with ART indefinitely, living with toxic side
effects [3], [4] and with the potential risk of developing
Acquired Immunodeficiency Syndrome (AIDS) [5]. Several
factors have been elucidated that can help explain how HIV1 escapes the action of ART and leads to disparities in ART
outcomes.
One major factor that has been of particular interest
recently is the ability of HIV-1 to lay dormant in so called
“reservoir cells”. In this scenario, a subset of infected cells
harbor the virus in a latent state in which the virus is not
produced at all or at undetected levels [6], [7]. Since ART
targets the various stages of viral replication, HIV-1 that is
integrated into the DNA of reservoir cells can evade ART
and reseed the HIV-1 infection when patients are taken off
ART [8], [1], [9].
There is evidence that the presence and size of cellular
HIV-1 reservoirs are associated with the ability of the patient
to control the HIV-1 infection, as well as external factors
such as the timing and duration of ART. For example, some
patients called “elite controllers” possess the innate ability to
suppress the HIV-1 infection without ART. In these patients,
the HIV-1 reservoir is significantly lower than in patients
that require ART [10], [11], [12]. Among HIV-1 patients
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that require ART, those treated during the earliest stages
of infection have a smaller reservoir than those treated at
later stages [13]. Furthermore, some patients that are able
to suppress HIV-1 after the termination of long-term ART
therapy have low HIV-1 reservoirs in central-memory CD4
T cells [2]. These clinical findings emphasize the need to
quantitate the interaction between HIV-1 replication, the host
immune system, latent reservoirs, and disease stage in a
patient-specific manner. Such a quantitation could enable
more accurate predictions of how patients will respond to
ART and lead to personalized treatment regimens.
In 2007, Banks et al published a mathematical model that
was used to quantitate the interaction between HIV-1 and
the immune system on an individual patient level [1]. They
performed this quantitation by estimating parameters for their
mathematical model using longitudinal data from a clinical
study involving structured treatment interruptions (STIs) in
which patients were cycled on and off ART for some duration
of time. Their model captured the transient viremia experienced by some patients on therapy with viral load levels
suppressed below the detection limit, i.e. the reemergence of
virus from latently infected cells once treatment successfully
reduced the level of free virus.
While Banks et al found that some of their model parameters could be taken as constant across patients, other
parameters, including some describing the latent HIV-1 reservoir, varied between patients. Since these parameters were
used to predict different HIV-1 patient responses to STIs, it
is important to quantify the confidence in their estimation.
The assessment of parameter uncertainty is a highly nonlinear problem that depends on the mathematical model,
the statistical error model for parameter estimation, and the
data set. Although parameter uncertainty quantification is
widely held as an important step in the modeling process, and
despite the fact that there are multiple methods for computing
uncertainty [14], it may not be performed in the first stages
of the modeling process. These first stages are often focused
on the predictive capability and biological accuracy of the
model. Since parameter uncertainty was not assessed for
the Banks et al HIV-1 model, we perform this assessment
here and discuss the resulting biological implications of our
findings.
We examine the uncertainty in parameter estimates for
data from a single patient that underwent three ART interruptions. First, because the field of HIV-1 biology has
developed rapidly since the Banks et al model was published,
we provide an in depth model description to justify that

the Banks et al HIV-1 model is current. We proceed by
describing the data and inverse problem methodology. We
then analyze the statistical error model and use these results
to perform parameter estimation and quantify parameter
uncertainty with bootstrapping. We also test for correlations
between parameters estimates.
II. M ODEL DESCRIPTION AND VERIFICATION
A system of ordinary differential equations has been
outlined by Banks et al [1] to describe the pathogenesis
of HIV-1 infection (Eq. (1) - (8)), including the the role
of CD4 memory cells that serve as a major reservoir of
latently infected cells. This model does not reflect the nature
of all immune responses and all host and viral dynamics but
instead captures the most prominent biological features. It
has also been shown to accurately recapitulate the within
host dynamics of CD4 T cells and virus levels from clinical
patient data [1].
The biological model is given in Figure 1, where T1
represents uninfected activated (antigen specific) CD4 T cells
and T1∗ is infected activated CD4 T cells. Uninfected resting,
or not activated, CD4 T cells are represented by T2 and
infected resting CD4 T cells are given by T2∗ . Infectiousfree virus (virus that is capable of infecting other cells) is
represented by VI and non-infectious-free virus (virus that
is yielded inactive by protease inhibitors) is represented by
VN I . HIV-1-specific effector CD8 T cells are given by E1
and HIV-1-specific memory CD8 T cells are represented by
E2 .
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Compartmental diagram for the mathematical model given in [1].
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with
initial
condition
vector
[T1 (0), T1∗ (0), T2 (0), T2∗ (0), VI (0), VN I (0), E1 (0), E2 (0)].
For an in-depth explanation of the model and parameter
definitions, refer to [1].
We attempted to use current knowledge to support the
accuracy of this model. We investigated six assumptions:
that (i) the proliferation of CD4 and the activation of CD8
memory T cells is correctly represented, (ii) the role of CD4
cell-produced interferons play in CD8 cell differentiation
is properly included, (iii) the interaction between infected
CD4 T cells and immune effector cells is accurate, and (iv)
the mechanism by which activation of resting CD4 T cells
occurs is consistent with recent research.
Assumption (i) is supported by a 2011 paper by Catalfamo
et al which describe that naive CD4 T cells are mainly
recruited in response to CD4 T cell depletion whereas
CD8 memory T cell activation is driven mainly by HIV-1
RNA levels [15]. These mechanisms are modeled by the
density dependent regulation of CD4 cells by the term
s
λT VIK
+Ks − d2 T2 in equation (3) which increases as CD4
levels decrease. Viral load level is also incorporated into
this term to reflect the diminished thymic production of
CD4 cells when viral load is too high [1]. The HIV-1
RNA dependent activation of CD8 memory cells into CD8
effector cells is incorporated into the model by the term
pE a E V I
VI +KV E2 , where virus level promotes the activation of

CD8 memory cells (E2 ), adding to the pool of CD8 effector
cells (E1 ). Assumption (ii) is supported by three recent
papers which describe that Type 1 interferons are cytokines
that are induced directly by virus infection, which in turn
promote the proliferation of antigen-specific CD8 T cells
[15], [16], [17]. This role is represented by the dotted line
from T1 and T1∗ to the differentiation of immune effector
cells (E1 ) into immune memory cells (E2 ) in figure 1 and
T1 + T1∗
E1 in equations (6)
the corresponding term
T1 + T1∗ + Kγ
and (7). Assumption (iii) is supported by a 2011 paper which
showed that the presence of T1∗ stimulates the proliferation
of E1 through antibody presentation [18] and contributes to
the the E1 death rate due to the mechanism of activationinduced cell death[19]. Therefore the net effect of these
E −bE1 Kd
,
terms on E˙1 is a function of T1∗ . For T1∗ < Kb1bdE1
−dE
bE1 T1∗
−dE T1∗
˙
the terms T ∗ +Kb1 and T ∗ +Kd contribute positively to (E1 ),
1
1
representing early infection when antigen presentation by
emerging T1∗ stimulates the production of effector cells. For
E −bE1 Kd
, these terms contribute negatively to
T1∗ > Kb1bdE1
−dE
˙
E1 . Assumption (iv) is supported by two recent papers that
describe dendritic cell (DC) mediated activation of HIV-1
latent reservoir cells [20], [21]. In this scenario, the amount
of virus can directly affect the activation of HIV-1-specific
resting CD4 T Cells by affecting the amount of antigen
presenting cells, including DCs.
III. DATA AND M ETHODS
A. Data sets
Data used by Banks et al includes patients from
Massachusetts General Hospital that underwent combination therapy, many of which had at least one treatment
interruption[1]. The collected data for each patient are total
CD4 T cell count/µL-blood and total RNA copies/mLplasma. If there are less than 400 copies/mL-plasma for a
standard assay or 50 copies/mL-plasma for an ultra-sensitive
assay, then the viral load value is censored to be the limit
of quantification. For these data points, the expectation
maximization (EM) algorithm was applied in [1]. For this
work, we chose to model the data for Patient 1 from Banks
et al because the mathematical model was very accurate for
over four years. The EM data points for Patient 1 were
combined with the uncensored data to form a data set that
could be used for parameter estimation. In total, there were
102 data points for viral load and 84 data points for the CD4
T cell count over 1527 days.
B. Inverse problem methodology
In order to estimate a vector of parameters q, we use the
1
data for CD4 T cell count, {y1i }N
i=1 , and data for the viral
2
load, {y2i }N
.
The
mathematical
model
divides total CD4 T
i=1
cells into uninfected activated (T1 ), infected activated (T1∗ ),
uninfected resting (T2 ), and infected resting (T2∗ ), so the total
CD4 T cell count is represented by z1 = T1 + T1∗ + T2 + T2∗ .
Similarly, since RNA copies are separated into infectiousfree virus (VI ) and non-infectious-free virus (VN I ), total
RNA copies is represented by z2 = VI + VN I . We used

a least squares framework with the following statistical error
models for the observables z1 and z2 :

Y2i

Y1i = z1 (ti1 , ~q) + ei1 , i = 1, 2, . . . , N1 ,

(10)

= z2 (ti2 , ~q) + z2γ (ti2 , ~q)ei2 , i = 1, 2, . . . , N2 ,

(11)

where yji are realizations of the random variable Yji and eij
are i.i.d., and E[eij ] = 0, Var(eij ) = σj2 for j = 1, 2.
The least squares estimator is
N1
(y1i − z1 (ti1 , q))2
1 X
N1 i=1
σ12

(12)

N2
(y2i − z2 (ti2 , q))2
1 X
)
N2 i=1 σ22 z22γ (ti2 , q)

(13)

q0 ≈ q̂ = arg min(
q∈Q

+

N

σ12 =

1
X
1
(y i − z1 (ti1 , q))2
N1 + N2 − dim(q) i=1 1

(14)

N

σ22 =

2
X
(y2i − z2 (ti2 , q))2
1
N1 + N2 − dim(q) i=1
z22γ (ti2 , q)

(15)

Below, we discuss the need to weight the error for the viral
load in proportion to the model solution and the value for the
exponent γ is specified. All inverse problems were performed
in Matlab using the f minsearch function.
C. Uncertainty quantification: Bootstrapping
To implement bootstrapping to quantify the uncertainty in
parameter estimates for equations (1) - (8) we first obtained
a vector of estimated parameters, q̂, using the above inverse
problem methodology. We then calculated the standardized
residuals, rij for these estimates for each observable (j =
1, 2):
s

N1
(y i − z1 (ti1 , q̂)), i = 1, 2, . . . , N1
N1 − dim(q̂) 1
s
 i

N2
y2 − z2 (ti2 , q̂)
i
r2 =
, i = 1, 2, . . . , N2
N2 − dim(q̂)
z2γ (ti2 , q̂)
ri1

=

Bootstrap sample points were then created by sampling
Nj
residuals with replacement from the set {rij }i=1
for the
observable zj , j = 1, 2 and adding them to the model
solution. We repeated this process M = 1000 times to
create 1000 data sets, each with 84 and 102 data points
for CD4 T cell count and viral load, respectively. We then
conducted an inverse problem on each of these 1000 data sets
and stored the parameter estimates q̂ m (m=1,..., 1000) in a
matrix, QBOOT . With these values, the mean, variance, and
standard errors for the parameters can be calculated using
the following formulas given in [22], [14]:

is negligible at the time of treatment initiation. We argue that
this assumption is reasonable because the primary cause of
1
non-infectious production is ART (see the term ξ2 (t) in Eq.
q̂BOOT =
q̂ m ,
M m=1
(6)). Thus, we estimated the subset of 15 parameters {λT ,
M
d1 , ε1 , k1 , aT , ε2 , NT , bE2 , aE , pE , aA , pT , T1 (0), T1∗ (0),
X
1
m
m
T
(q̂ − q̂BOOT )(q̂ − q̂BOOT ) , T2 (0)}. We found that the model accurately fit the data for
V ar(q̂BOOT ) =
M − 1 m=1
Patient 1 when using several different values of γ between
p
0 and 2, and in particular for γ = 1.2 (see Figure 2). Below,
SEk (q̂BOOT ) = V ar(q̂BOOT )kk .
we argue the need to set γ = 1.2 in order to accurately
For each parameter q̂k (k = 1, ..., dim(q)) in our original compute standard errors for the parameter estimates.
parameter estimate vector q̂, the 100(1-α)% confidence interval for q̂k can be computed based on the standard errors B. Analysis of the statistical error model
associated with the parameter estimators qW LS which have
A key assumption in our inverse problem methodology is
an approximate asymptotic distribution
that the statistical error model is correct. In particular, the
qW LS ∼ N (q̂BOOT , V ar(q̂BOOT )):
errors eij in equations (10) and (11) are taken as i.i.d. for
j = 1, 2. Incorrect assumptions on these errors can render
downstream uncertainty quantification invalid, despite the
P rob{qk − t1−α/2 SEk (q̂) < q0k < qk + t1−α/2 SEk (q̂)}
ability of the mathematical model to fit the data accurately.
= 1 − α,
We analyzed the residual plots that resulted from conducting
where α is chosen to be small (e.g., α=0.05 for 95% an inverse problem to test the validity of our statistical
confidence intervals) and t1−α/2 is determined by P rob(T ≥ error model for a range of γ values between 0 and 2. Fant1−α/2 ) = α/2, where T ∼ tv for v = n−dim(q) degrees of in or fan-out patterns with respect to time or the model
freedom [22]. The corresponding 95% confidence intervals solution typically indicate non-i.i.d. residuals. We found that
the residual patterns for the viral load varied with γ, whereas
are then given by
the residuals for the CD4 T cells were consistently random.
[q̂k − t1−α/2 SEk (q̂), q̂k + t1−α/2 SEk (q̂)].
(16) Interestingly, both a constant error model (γ = 0) and a
relative error model (γ = 1) resulted in fan-out patterns
IV. R ESULTS
with respect to the model solution, indicating the need
to increase γ further. We performed inverse problems for
A. Data fitting
several values of γ between 1 and 2 and found that with
We fit our model to the CD4 T cell count and viral load
γ = 1.2 the residuals showed no pattern with respect to
data for Patient 1 by estimating a subset of parameters. Banks
the model solution (Figure 3), whereas higher values of γ
et al found that only 16 out of 39 total parameters in the
displayed fan-in patterns with respect to the model solution.
model had significant variation between patients.
Thus, we subsequently set γ = 1.2 to perform the parameter
uncertainty quantification.
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Fig. 2. The mathematical model (1) - (8) accurately tracks the dynamics of
CD4 T cell and viral load for patient 1 over several years. Circles indicate
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estimates found with setting γ = 1.2.
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C. Parameter uncertainty quantification
We also fixed VI (0) to the initial viral load data point
under the assumption that the amount of non-infectious virus

We performed uncertainty quantification using bootstrapping on the parameters we estimated for Patient 1 from

Banks et al [1]. As discussed above, both the original
parameter estimates and the bootstrapping estimates were
derived using γ = 1.2 for our statistical error model. Each
of the resulting 15 bootstrap distributions and corresponding
confidence intervals were narrow (see Figure 4, Table I). The
most variable parameter was T2 (0), which had a standard
error of < 7% the size of its estimate. These results indicate
that the timing and cardinality of the longitudinal data set for
Patient 1 are sufficient to generate a reasonable confidence
in parameter estimates.
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Overall, the levels of correlation between any 2 parameters
were not significant (Figure 5). The largest four correlations
were between {ε2 , bE2 } (R2 = .219), {ε2 , aE } (R2 =
.197), {ε2 , pE } (R2 = .1726), and {aT , bE2 } (R2 = .164).
Although these correlations are not considered highly significant, they do reflect non-intuitive interactions between
drug efficacy, immune effector and memory compartments,
and the latent reservoir. For example, the slight correlation
between aT and bE2 may suggest a connection between the
homeostatic control of the memory CD8 T cells and the
reactivation of latently infected CD4 T cells from the resting
state.
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Parameter distributions from bootstrapping for the patient 1
parameter estimates.

D. Correlations between parameter estimates
Fig. 5.
Correlation between 15 parameters from 1000 bootstrapping
estimates. The color indicates the value of R2 between two parameters.

We used the set of 1000 parameter estimates from bootstrapping to test for correlations between each of the 15
parameters we estimated. To test for correlation between
parameters, we computed R2 using ordinary least-squares
linear regression.

V. D ISCUSSION
In addition to being accurate with respect to the underlying
biology and clinical data, we showed that the HIV-1 model
by Banks et al in [1] can be used to estimate patient-specific

parameters with a high level of certainty. Confidence in these
parameters is essential in using a mathematical model to
interpret clinical data, since they describe the kinetics of
the infection, drug efficacy, and proliferative capacity of the
immune system. Other patients within the study of STIs in
[1] differ in several respects from the patient that we analyzed
in this work. It will be informative to test whether the results
from our uncertainty analysis here extend to patients with
more or less ART interruptions, different mean CD4 T cell
counts, and different viral set points when taken off ART.
There has been recent interest in quantitating the contribution of latent reservoirs to the re-emergence of HIV-1
infection after ART cessation [7], [23]. In particular, there
are some patients for which ART has successfully suppressed
the HIV-1 antigen for > 10 years (Eric Rosenberg, personal
communication). However, the HIV-1 virus has not been
eradicated in these patients, as they still have detectable
levels of HIV-1 production in CD4 T cells that are thought
to be reservoirs for latent HIV-1. If the modeling effort
described here has similar results for these patients, we
could estimate parameters that describe the capacity of latent
cells to reseed the viral infection. If parameter uncertainty
is higher for these patients, we could still determine which
parameters are unidentifiable, which would inform how the
Banks et al model or clinical measurements might be refined.
Our analysis of the correlation between estimated parameters indicate that all of the differences in these parameters
between patients reflect true distinctions in their immune
system and HIV-1 replication kinetics. If correlations did
exist, then some parameters could be different between
patients only because they are correlated with parameters
that are truly different. Correlations can also indicate the
potential for difficulties in applying asymptotic theory to
uncertainty quantification. Computing asymptotic standard
errors for this model and data set would be very useful,
since asymptotic standard errors can be computed much
more quickly than by bootstrapping [14] (which took 350
computing hours for Patient 1). The lack of correlations
between parameters in our results indicate that asymptotic
theory might readily be applied to this model. In future work,
we will compute asymptotic standard errors and compare
them with the bootstrapping standard errors reported here.
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